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Obtaining PSA announcements, free ad space is the ultimate in “relationship marketing.” The following three 
factors will impact your ability to secure free advertising. While this piece deals primarily with broadcast media, 
the principles set forth also apply to print media. 

Considerations Impacting PSA Placements 
1. The media, be it broadcast or print, is swamped with requests for free time and space. Virtually every 
nonprofit under the sun desires free publicity. Many requests come from national efforts under the auspices of 
the Ad Council. Then, there are numerous local needs. Simply put—the amount of free media time in finite in 
the face of heavy demand. And, the stronger the economy and ad spending, the more difficult the supply-demand 
equation. 

 

2. The size of the market SCORE operates in stands to affect the outcome. Market size also requires different 
levels of “sweat equity” and man hours. A small market with a population of less than 100,000 tends to be an 
easier quest because there is far less media to approach. Further, smaller markets tend to foster a greater sense 
of “community,” which helps all moving parts fit together more easily (i.e. local media outlets, chambers of 
commerce and civic organizations cooperation). Additionally, media decision makers tend to be more accessible 
in smaller markets than in larger markets. 

 

3. Potential prospects for SCORE represent a broad base of people in terms of demographics and lifestyle. Thus, 
when employing mass media, it’s difficult to attempt to be too precise in trying to target specific broadcast 
formats and content. Further, since the time is free, SCORE will usually have little control over what 
programming and adjacencies is offered. What stations should be contacted? Virtually all of them, except 
perhaps for extreme radio youth formats. Obviously, begin with popular stations with loyal listeners. Cable 
television should also be aggressively pursued and is more likely to respond to SCORE than network affiliates. 
Cable companies control many more channels. Frequency in lower rated cable vehicles can accumulate sizable 
audiences over time.  

How to Proceed  
Obtaining PSAs can take a form of “networking” in the sense that in many, if not most, markets, SCORE 
contacts are a good way to get started. But don’t be discouraged if you don’t have a contact. A telephone call 
can be made to find out who control PSAs at a given media outlet. 



 

 

And, that “who” will vary by market size, station organization. In some smaller markets it may be the station 
owner, a local announcer, or DJ. Leger market stations will have a program or continuity director whose job is 
to accept and schedule PSAs. 

 

Once the right person is identified, the SCORE story must be communicated in person; a letter requesting PSA 
support is more likely to wind up in the wastepaper basket or receive second-citizen status! 

 

SCORE’s mission and service offerings can easily be communicated in a face-to-face meeting lasting no more 
than ten or fifteen minutes. Appropriate materials about SCORE, as well as the local chapter, need to be at the 
meeting for “leave behind” purposes. 
 

An important topic to cover in this meeting has to do deal with message. Specifically, the station media contact 
needs to see or hear what the specific advertising message is going to be. After all, SCORE cannot ask a media 
to run something without the media being exposed to the message. Further, the quality of the communication 
and how compelling it is can be a factor in whether a media is willing to run SCORE advertising. Failing the use 
of actual commercials, scripts and storyboards can be utilized. 

 

While the SCORE Association has provided some engaging copy and PSAs for local chapters to utilize, some 
local chapters may prefer to develop and produce their own local advertising. Some chapters utilize politicians 
(i.e. members of Congress and governors) to communicate highly localized messages. Beyond localizing the 
message, this strategy also provides SCORE with an opportunity to raise its profile with influential congressional 
constituents. Local commercials can also marry client and volunteer recruitment messages.   

 

Finally, the person(s) selected to make media presentations, whether it’s the chapter chair, marketing director, 
or whoever, need to be of “psyche and id,” if you will, that is not afraid to ask for something! 


